ENGLISH DEPARTMENT
AFTER-SCHOOL TUTORING

2014-15 SCHOOL YEAR
2:25 – 3:05PM

TUESDAY  2:25 – 3:05

MRS. ANTORINO  ROOM 252  ELA 10 HONORS, JOURNALISM, MYSTERY LIT.
MRS. KRYCINSKI  ROOM 247  ELA 9H, ELA 11R, BIB LIT, HUMANITIES
MS. MOLENKO  ROOM 240  ELA 9 REG, ELA 10 REG.
MR. PAGANO  ROOM 246  ELA 11 REG/HN, FILM, SPORT LIT.

WEDNESDAY  2:25 – 3:05

MRS. COLICA  ROOM 241  ELA 9 REG, MULTI-CULT. LIT, HOLOCAUST LIT, FOUNDATION 9
MRS. GUARINO  ROOM 245  ELA 10 & 11 REGENTS
MRS. QUINTERO  ROOM 253  AP LITERATURE, BIB. LIT, AF.AM.LIT.
MR. SCHWENDEMANN  ROOM 244  ELA 9 REG, THEATRE ARTS & DRAMA HOLOCAUST, FOUND. 9

THURSDAY  2:25 – 3:05

MS. LOMBARDI  ROOM 243  AP LANG & COMP, ELA 11 REG.
MS. NASTRO  ROOM 242  ELA 10